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ABSTRACT
Due to the popularity of social media and an increase in the engagement of social care,
traditional word-of-mouth communications has been replaced by electronic word-of-mouth (eWOM). Facebook, the most popular website in the United States, is home to nearly 18 million
brand or business pages and may be accessed by social media-users aiming to engage in social
care, which is customer service via social media. Extending existing research, this study
employed in-depth interviews to determine whether or not social media-users are affected by the
feedback of other users on restaurants’ Facebook pages. The results of this study suggest that
Facebook is being used as a tool to attain user feedback regarding restaurants and is perceived as
a credible tool. The results also suggest that social media-users are mainly affected by others’
user feedback when they are researching a restaurant they have not yet experienced. Finally, the
findings of this study suggest that restaurants using Facebook should respond to all types of user
feedback, since this practice may result in providing social media-users with a more positive
perception of the restaurant.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION

Background of the Study
Due to the global connectivity and vastly accelerated accessibility of the Internet,
consumers now have a more powerful voice than ever before—a voice that displays immense
reach within seconds. A great deal of the strength consumers possess is due to social networking
sites (SNS) which generate communities of consumers from across the globe. SNS are “virtual
places that cater to a specific population in which people of similar interest gather to
communicate, share, and discuss ideas” (Raacke, J. & Boone-Raacke, 2008, p. 169). PC
Magazine, operated by Ziff Davis Corporation, describes a social networking site as a website
“that provides a virtual community for people to share their daily or even moment-to-moment
activities with family and friends, or to share their interest in a particular topic, or to increase
their circle of acquaintances. There are dating sites, friendship sites, sites with a business purpose
and hybrids that offer a combination of these. Facebook is the leading personal site, and
LinkedIn is the leading business site” (pcmag.com, NP, 2013).
In early October 2012, chairman, co-founder and chief executive of Facebook Mark
Zuckerberg took to the SNS to report that Facebook had more than one billion active users per
month (Figure 1, Appendix.) This meant that, at that time, one in every seven people in the world
actively used Facebook every month. Facebook is no longer only accessed if a user has the
chance to sit in front of a computer screen. Instead, consumers may remain constantly updated
by being logged in to Facebook 24 hours a day with their smart phones or tablets. Having such a
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dense concentration of consumers, many of whom are connected almost every minute of the day,
Facebook is an inexpensive and desirable community for marketers.

Statement of the Problem
This research paper examines whether or not Facebook users are affected by other users’
feedback on the Facebook page of a restaurant that uses the site as a marketing tool. More
specifically, this research aims to discover whether users increase or decrease their willingness to
visit a restaurant based on their exposure to positive or negative feedback from other Facebook
users.

Importance of the Study
This research is important because SNS continues to diversify and skyrocket at an
incredible rate, leaving businesses and brands eager to engage with their consumers through this
medium. However, as consumers around the world increasingly use Facebook as a means of
communication, interactions have not only gained a public reach, but also a global reach. This
leaves social media practitioners curious as to whether or not consumers have begun to use the
public consumer-to-business and consumer-to-consumer interactions on Facebook as a way to
research or review consumer feedback of restaurants.
Facebook is different from websites like Yelp.com or Urbanspoon.com that exist solely
for business reviews and ratings. On these sites, users read reviews from others and are also
prompted to provide their own reviews of businesses by being asked questions such as, “Would
you recommend this business?” and “What are your likes/dislikes?” Facebook, on the other
hand, provides user feedback and, since the page is managed by someone working within or for
2
	
  

the business, a presentation of two-way communication between the business and the consumer.
Review sites like Yelp.com rarely, if ever, receive input from a restaurant. If a restaurant does
respond, it is usually from the owner or an employee’s personal Yelp account. Furthermore,
restaurants using Facebook as a marketing tool should consider the impact that user feedback has
on fellow Facebook users.
Because social media is consistently mutable, there is much left to be discovered in this
field. In fact, because of the youth of SNS, specifically Facebook, previously conducted research
is sparse. Though there is a moderate amount of research examining online reviews and e-WOM,
there is not a single study examining consumer feedback posted specifically through Facebook as
opposed to conventional consumer-review websites. There is also no research analyzing foodrelated brands or businesses in particular and their respective consumer feedback on Facebook.
Therefore, the author believes that exploratory research conducted that is based on this proposal
may yield new insights that may be applied to the work of communication professionals in the
food industry who use Facebook as a marketing tool.
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CHAPTER 2: LITERATURE REVIEW
This chapter provides a comprehensive review of the literature and statistical data that
exists for several topics within this study. The topics are as follows: Facebook being used as a
way for businesses to communicate with consumers; electronic WOM communications being
accessed and utilized by consumers; consumers who use Facebook as a tool to provide feedback
on restaurants; and the uncertainty reduction theory.

Facebook for Business-to-Consumer Communications
According to Nielsen's 2012 U.S. Consumer Usage Report, there are 278 million Internet
users each month, 212 million of whom are active, as of September 2012. Ninety four percent of
consumers use a computer and 46 percent use a mobile phone to access social media (Nielsen,
2012). More specifically, 164 million Internet users per month access social media via the
computer, 85 million via a smart-phone app, and 81 million via a mobile web browser (Nielsen,
2012). This report also provides the top ten activities, by category, that Internet users participate
in. The number one activity, accounting for 20.1 percent of time spent online, is accessing social
media outlets (Nielsen, 2012). The amount of time spent on social media sites is more than
double the second-highest rated activity, online games, which only accounts for 8.1percent
(Nielsen, 2012).
The amount of time spent accessing social media on a mobile phone is also extremely
common-- in fact, at 10.2 percent of time spent, this function is only second to texting, which
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accounts for 14.1 percent of time (Nielsen, 2012). Additionally, with 22.6 million unique viewers
accessing the site via a computer, Facebook also broke into the top five online video destinations
(Nielsen, 2012). This report suggests consumers access social media sites like Facebook in
different ways and for reasons other than simply updating their personal profiles pages or
communicating with friends and family.
In Nielsen's 2012 Social Media report, Deirdre Bannon, social media practice lead,
specifically noted that social media and SNS are impacting the field of marketing by removing
the limitation of WOM communications amongst only those who are in a consumer's daily life
(Nielsen, 2012). In fact, this report also notes that 47 percent of social media users engage in
social care, which is customer service via social media (Nielsen, 2012). Of this group of social
media users, 70 percent engage in social care on a monthly basis, 21 percent on a weekly basis,
and 9 percent on a daily basis (Nielsen, 2012). Additionally, consumers engaging in social care
are most likely to do so via Facebook more than any other social media outlet. Twenty-nine
percent of users engaging in social care prefer to comment or ask questions concerning a
company's product or service via the company's Facebook page and 28 percent of users will do
this via his/her personal Facebook page (Nielsen, 2012).
In order to reach an expansive market of consumers, many brands and services have
joined the world of Facebook, the most popular web-brand in the United States (Nielsen, 2012).
In fact, on July 24, 2013, Facebook Chief Operating Officer Sheryl Sandberg announced that
Facebook was home to nearly 18 million business pages (McGee, 2013). Hosting an online
presence through Facebook allows a business to interact, engage and connect with its consumers
in a more convenient and effective manner. However, a business must remember that the
majority of interactions, like posts, on Facebook are visible to consumers around the world the
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instant an exchange takes place. (The exception is a consumer-business exchange through
“Messages” on Facebook, which is private and seen only by each end of the email exchange.)
If a consumer is pleased with a product or business and he/she leaves a gushing comment
on the page’s public “Wall,” this positive review could provide the business with public
endorsement. However, if a consumer is displeased with a business and leaves a negative review
or complaint on the page’s “Wall,” this dissatisfaction can instantly be viewed by billions of
consumers on Facebook who otherwise could have been very unlikely to gain information about
this unfavorable experience.

e-WOM Communications Amongst Consumers
The rapid emergence of social media in the daily lives of billions of users has created an
around-the-clock tool for two-way communication between a business and its consumers and
between consumers and other consumers. The reach and accessibility of the Internet has given
consumers a voice that has the ability to reach billions of other consumers within seconds. Social
media has also aided in creating curious consumers with an acquired knack for smart-shopping.
Today’s consumers conduct extensive research before they invest in a brand, whether the
investment is financial or personal (Godes et al., 2005). This research includes price comparison,
retail comparison, background on the quality of the product and reviews from other consumers
who have experienced the service or product already.
As marketing professionals know, word-of-mouth (WOM) communication is a highly
impressionable tool that can reap both benefits and consequences for a business (Godes et. al,
2005). Prior research has suggested that the main motivations for engaging in WOM
communication are to share expertise (Arndt, 1967) and to vent dissatisfaction (Jung, 1959).
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Before the Internet and social media existed, WOM reviews of a business could primarily impact
a consumer's immediate group of friends, family and acquaintances. However, electronic
communication, including via consumer review websites, allows an “immediate information
flow to a much wider audience as a single message can affect all site visitors” (Chen et al., p.
86).
Because of social media and social care, traditional word of mouth communication,
which can be defined as “oral, person-to-person communication between a receiver and a
communicator whom the receiver perceives as noncommercial, regarding a brand, a product, a
service or a provider” (Arndt, 1967, p. 5) has increasingly transformed into e-WOM (electronic
word of mouth) or online word of mouth communication (Godes et al., 2005). Consumers often
use the Internet to research a brand, product, or service by reading and comparing the reviews of
other consumers who have already interacted with the business in question.
The growing trend of Internet-users accessing online reviews has created a demand in the
market, resulting in numerous websites solely dedicated to user-generated reviews, such as
Urbanspoon, RottenTomatoes, Yelp!, and Angie’s List. This development is in addition to retail
outlets and businesses hosting a “review” section on their respective websites. Through social
media alone, 70 percent of users participate in hearing others' experiences at least once per
month (Nielsen, 2012). Additionally, 65 percent learn more about brands and services, 53
percent compliment brands, and 50 percent express concerns or complaints about a brand or
service (Nielsen, 2012).
A study questioning whether or not consumers use online reviews found, “The
underlying benefit consumers derive from availability of other consumers’ evaluations in online
virtual communities is the scale advantages they experience in going through their purchase
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decision making. Word of mouth information on the Internet exists in various forms that differ in
accessibility, scope and source” (Chatterjee, 2001, p. 5). In a study regarding online reviews and
product sales, the authors claimed that “online product reviews have become a major
informational source for consumers due to the fast spread of WOM communication through the
Internet,” and therefore, “online product reviews have fundamental implications for management
activities such as reputation building and customer acquisition” (Hu, Liu & Zhang, 2008, p. 201).
Hu, Liu and Zhang (2008) attribute growing importance to online word of mouth because
it is swiftly becoming “a popular informational source for consumers and marketers. As
researchers focus on the impact of average online review ratings on consumer relationship
management and product success, there is a need to understand how consumers use online
reviews, whether they understand the information embedded in reviews, whether they rely on
online reviews to make purchase decisions, and under what circumstances a review is likely to
impact sales” (Hu, Liu & Zhang, 2008, p. 212).
Reviewing businesses or products through social media is an idea that is gaining the
attention of marketing professionals and Internet-usage research firms alike. In their discussion
of the evolution of online consumer reviews in their textbook, Social Media Marketing, Tuten
and Soloman address the 2011 Social Shopper Study conducted by the research teams at
PowerReviews, a provider of social commerce software and the e-tailing group, an e-commerce
consultancy (Tuten & Soloman, 2012). The 2011 Social Shopping Study reveals that online
reviews and ratings remain the most “critical product information desired by shoppers” (see
Figure 3, Appendix) and these online reviews “wield the greatest influence on buying behavior”
(Freedman, Brief I, p. 5).
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The Social Shopper Study questioned more than 1,000 consumers who spend at least
$250 via online shopping per year. This study, which has been conducted annually since 2006,
began when PowerReviewers and the e-tailing group noted the power of online consumer
reviews. The study suggests that “Retailers, of course, are interested in where consumer research
is being conducted but more importantly they need to know what tools and techniques impact
buying behavior. Here, customer reviews come out strongly on top and their perseverance is a
testament to the value consumers receive” (Freedman, Brief I, p. 8).
Unlike previous years, 2011’s Shopper Study introduced the concept of using social sites
as a tool to review products and businesses because of the dense concentration and amount of
time spent in these communities. The results of the first half of the study, released in June 2011,
indicate that 29 percent of participants take advantage of social sites for consumer reviews
“sometimes” or more (see Figure 4, Appendix). The author of the study notes the intention to
monitor this trend as the population and consumer-business involvement continues to grow
(Freedman, 2011). This is most likely due to the fact that, although there is not yet a large
percentage of consumers who use Facebook to review brands (according to the results of this
study) those who do use this SNS to review brands choose to participate extensively by “liking”
a business and “sharing” its content—actions that are both specific to Facebook (see Figure 5,
Appendix). For reasons unknown to the author, PowerReviews and the e-tailing group have not
yet conducted an updated Social Shopper Study since 2011.

Facebook as a Forum for Consumer Feedback
SNS, like Facebook, have not only created a constant two-way communication stream
between business and consumer, but it has also opened new doors for consumer-to-consumer
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communication. An exploratory study conducted by Urista, Dong and Day (2009) aimed at
discovering why young adults use MySpace and Facebook. Through focus group discussions, the
researchers proposed that young adults use SNS to “experience selective, efficient, and
immediate connection with others for their (mediated) interpersonal communication satisfaction
and as an ongoing way to seek the approval and support of other people” (Urista, Dong & Day,
2009, p. 216). One of the two key factors that emerged from the focus group results in this study
was that consumers were able to manage their communications through SNS use. The authors
conclude that “it appears that SNS empower individuals to communicate with others at a rate and
manner that he or she desires” (Urista, Dong & Day, 2009, p. 222). These results can also imply
that Facebook users may also seek immediate approval and support of other people in reviewing
user feedback on restaurant’s Facebook pages.
The results in this study also suggest that “participants also shared that they use SNS to
acquire information that will help them judge what a person is like. Many participants noted that
they used SNS to examine the profile of a person in whom they were interested in to form an
opinion about that person” (Urista, Dong & Day, 2009, p. 223). As previously stated, Facebook
has grown immensely in the past few years, gaining millions of new active users and thousands
of business and brand pages. If participants in 2009 said that they used Facebook to gain
information to determine a person’s characteristics and to form an opinion of that person, it is
logical to suggest that users would also use Facebook to form an opinion of a brand or business.
In an article published in Business Horizons, social media is argued to be a “hybrid
element of the promotion mix” due to the fact that it “enables customers to talk to their
customers” while it also “enables customers to talk directly to one another” (Mangold & Faulds,
p. 357). Further elaborating this point, the article explains: “The first role of social media is
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consistent with the use of traditional IMC tools. That is, companies can use social media to talk
to their customers through such platforms as blogs, as well as Facebook and MySpace groups.
These media may either be company-sponsored or sponsored by other individuals or
organizations. The second promotion-related role of social media is unique: customers can use it
to communicate with one another” (Mangold & Faulds, p. 359). The book The New Influencers
(Gillin, 2007) notes the newfound power of the dissatisfied customer: “Conventional marketing
wisdom has long held that a dissatisfied customer tells ten people. But that is out of date. In the
new age of social media, he or she has the tools to tell 10 million consumers virtually overnight”
(Gillin, 2007, p. 4).
Gillin (2007) describes the first decade of the Internet (beginning with its first year of
public use) as being less about publishing and more about reading. During this time, businesses
were able to “build affinity groups that hadn’t existed before and by delivering information at a
velocity that was impossible in print” (Gillin, 2007, p. 4). Websites were not easily built or
edited in the “read-only” decade of the Internet. Due to the difficulty of creating and maintaining
a website in this first decade, “the people who created them were mostly organizations, who saw
the Web as a billboard or a way to take orders from customers. The ‘read/write’ Internet
wouldn’t emerge until just a few years ago” (Gillin, 2007, p. 5). Fast forward to 2013, and we
now not only have a “read/write/create” era of consumers, but they also have an extremely high
likelihood of being connected to the most popular SNS in the world: Facebook.
Online consumer reviews may act as an informant that offers consumer-orientated
information, as opposed to online information posted by sellers, who focus mainly on productorientated information like product attributes, technical specifications and performance ratings
based upon technical standards (Lee et al., 2008). Because online consumer reviews are
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interpersonal in nature, they may influence consumers' attitudes (Lee et al., 2008). This idea is
also related to that of conformity, which has been defined as the process of multiple opinions
constructing a group norm, which individuals then have a tendency to comply with (Burnkrant &
Consineau, 1975).
Relating specifically to consumer research, conformity is defined as the tendency for a
consumer to alter his/her product evaluation, purchase behavior, or purchase intention as a result
of being exposed to other consumers' evaluations and/or purchase intentions (Lascu & Zinkhan,
1999). Research suggests that as the amount of people who share an opinion increases, so will
the level of conformity (Lee et al., 2008). From a consumer's perspective, “an increase of just
one negative online consumer review increases the riskiness of the product and decreases the
desire for the product” (Lee et al., p. 343). This is due to the perception of other consumers
making the same decision reducing the risk of regret following a purchase or engagement with a
service (Lee et al., 2008).
An article by Mangold and Faulds (2009) provides an example of just how widespread
negative feedback can be when consumers are using social media. Mangold and Faulds describe
an instance in which Vincent Ferrari, a blogger and, at the time, an AOL user, posted an audio
recording of his conversation with an AOL representative who repeatedly tried to convince
Ferrari not to cancel his service, although he reported immense dissatisfaction. The audio file
was downloaded more than 300,000 times and the file went viral online, being picked up by
numerous other blogs and publications on the Internet. The recording received so much attention
that it was eventually picked up by widely recognized publications in mainstream media as well,
including The New York Times and NBC. Needless to say, AOL received negative feedback
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from other consumers who claimed dissatisfaction with AOL's poor customer service (Mangold
& Faulds, 2009).
Noting the impact of consumer-to-consumer interactions through social media, Mangold
and Faulds draw from outside sources to make the following points: 1) Consumers are turning
more frequently to various types of social media to conduct their information searches and to
make their purchasing decisions (Lempert, 2006; Vollmer & Precourt, 2008); and 2) Social
media is perceived by consumers as a more trustworthy source of information regarding products
and services than corporate-sponsored communications transmitted via the traditional elements
of the promotion mix (Foux, 2006). Acknowledging the importance, therefore, of using social
media as a promotional tool by engaging consumers, the authors claim that “people are more
likely to communicate through both WOM and social media when they are engaged with the
product, service, or idea” (Mangold & Faulds, 2009, p. 362).
In an article titled, “Introducing COBRAs: Exploring motivations for brand-related social
media use” Muntinga, Moorman, & Smit (2011) introduce a new acronym to explain behavior on
the World Wide Web: consumer’s online brand-related activities (COBRA). This article
describes three Internet-user typologies: consuming, contributing, and creating. Each typology
has different activities regarding brand-related social media use (see Figure 6, Appendix).
Muntinga, Moorman, and Smit (2011) use McQuail’s (1983) categories of motivations for use of
the Internet (entertainment, integration and social interaction, personal identity and information)
and add two additional categories: remuneration, social media use in order to gain some sort of
future reward; and empowerment, using social media in order for a consumer to exert his or her
influence on other people or companies (Muntinga, Moorman, & Smit, 2011). Introducing these
typologies of consumers with various motivations to engage with a brand through social media
13
	
  

suggests an increased likelihood that consumers on Facebook will use the SNS as a tool to
review brands.
The second portion of the Social Shopper Study, released October 2011, focuses solely
on Facebook as a forum for consumer feedback. The reason behind this focus is explained in the
study’s introduction: “The ability to compare and contrast retail community behavior to that seen
via Facebook sheds light on opportunities for retailers, with a watchful eye on bottom line
performance. We encourage merchants to move beyond their preliminary, low levels of
participation as this ‘social’ audience likely represents the future of online shopping behavior.
Today’s voyeur is tomorrow’s customer so understanding the shifting embrace of both
community and Facebook will be time well spent” (Freedman, Brief II, Introduction).
Overall, the results presented in the second brief of the Social Shopper Study suggest that
“Involvement across onsite retail and Facebook fan pages is also consistent across the board
where one in three consumers partakes of community offerings. While participation numbers
may be limited, we believe their influence is significant as this consumer’s knowledge and
passion for a particular category make them a force to be reckoned with among retailers. The
power of their pocketbook is highly coveted and can be a direct result of that passion”
(Freedman, p. 5).
The results in this brief showcase an increase in users seeking consumer feedback on
Facebook, only four months after the first brief of the study was conducted (see Figure 7,
Appendix). As the author indicated in the first brief of the Social Shopper Study, it is to be
expected that as more consumers join Facebook, the likelihood of Facebook being used as a tool
for business feedback increases. The first brief in the Social Shopper Study was released in June
2011. As of May 2011, Facebook hosted 700 million active users (Bazilian, 2011). The second
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brief was released October 2011. At this time, Facebook had more than 800 million active users
(Solis, 2011).
Compared to 2010, there was an increase in the number of study participants in 2011
using social media to retrieve feedback about products or brands in several categories (see Figure
8, Appendix). The research in Brief II of the Social Shopping Study indicates that “people ‘want
something’ from a retailer’s community – a question answered, access to promotions or even a
reward. Questions asked range from product information to those related to service concerns”
(Freedman, Brief II, p. 8). Although these results already indicate that Facebook is emerging as a
tool for consumer feedback, the author references a separate research project, the Annual
Merchant Survey, which concludes that “the message is loud and clear as beyond reviews, the
social media tools that most merchants employ/plan to employ are Facebook-related” (Freedman,
p. 11) (see Figure 9, Appendix).
The results in Brief II of the Social Shopping Study revealed that sharing customer
service sentiments, whether positive or negative, is the connection between consumer-business
that Facebook users desire the most after “liking” a brand. Forty-two percent of consumers on
Facebook desire to have a conversation with the company or other fans (see Figure 10,
Appendix). After considering the results found in both briefs of the Social Shopper Study, the
author predicts that “Facebook will become a more important shopping conduit tool to connect
and share with retailers or friends, sparking greater interest and a reason for retailers to continue
to invest here and in other community channels” (Freedman, p. 19).
In their 2012 article, Mangold and Smith note Millennials’ influence of social media
evolving into an important source of product information (Mangold & Smith, 2012). The article,
which specifies Facebook as a common outlet for product recommendations, notes that product
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information is now based on the experiences of others and is being generated within the
marketplace (Mangold & Smith, 2012). In other words, social media is a resource for consumers
to give and receive information and impact the decision-making process (Mangold & Smith,
2012). In fact, viral e-WOM is one of the fastest growing behaviors on the Internet (Armstrong
& Hagel, 1996).
Mangold and Smith specify that businesses and brands that do not maintain a presence on
social media outlets will be disadvantaged when it comes to gaining a consumer’s attention
(Mangold & Smith, 2012). Furthermore, businesses and brands that have a positive presence on
social media and various review sites will maintain an advantage over those that do not based on
the exposure effect (Mangold & Smith, 2012). In other words, consumers favor a product,
business, or brand that they have previously been exposed to (Mangold & Smith, 2012). This
article also explains that businesses that are receptive to user feedback and respond quickly and
honestly to users may build strong relationships with current and potential customers (Mangold
& Smith, 2012). Finally, this article specifies that positive and negative reviews are the most
influential for consumers in the early stages of review, when consumers maintain little, if any,
knowledge of the product or business (Mangold & Smith, 2012). Therefore, the authors provide
the implication that marketers should carefully monitor both positive and negative user feedback
(Mangold & Smith, 2012).
In 2013, Facebook revealed a new feature of business and brands’ pages: a “reviews”
section that prompts Facebook-users to go beyond mere feedback and actually rate the business
from one to five stars. This section also offers users the chance to post their narrative review of
the business as well, although they are not prompted by any questions. This section is showcased
on the right-hand side of a business’s Facebook page at the top of the page’s “Timeline,” or
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“Wall,” and is therefore clearly visible to all other users automatically, without the need for users
to search for reviews from others. This new feature clearly represents the gradual transition of
brands and businesses using Facebook as a marketing tool and allowing users to publicize their
e-WOM without having to do so elsewhere. An example of this feature can be seen under Figure
2 in the Appendix.

Uncertainty Reduction Theory
This study is informed by the Uncertainty Reduction Theory (URT) to help examine
Facebook users' behavior in how they use online reviews and responses from restaurants.
Constructed by Berger and Calabrese, URT explains how communication amongst humans is
utilized to create understanding by gaining knowledge (Berger & Calabrese, 1975). This theory
suggests that individuals (known as “information seekers”) gather relevant information that
allows them to predict an attitude or behavior. During the process of reducing uncertainty,
information seekers create mental notes or models that assist in forming clear ideas about other
individuals and their intentions, emotions, and/or behaviors (Berger & Calabrese, 1975). The act
of seeking information stems from the determination of needing information combined with the
acknowledgment of insufficient knowledge required to address that need. In the field of
information science, uncertainty is viewed as a concept that is fundamental in understanding
human behavior (Brumfield, 2008).
The feeling of uncertainty is one behavior often experienced when individuals are faced
with a lack of information. Feeling uncertainty is typically accompanied by negative feelings of
anxiety, apprehension, worry and frustration. Depending on an individual’s specific information
need, these feelings may vary in intensity (Brumfield, 2008). In an attempt to reduce
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uncertainty, individuals make proactive and retroactive ascriptions about their own and others’
behaviors (Berger & Bradac, 1982). As suggested by communications researchers, one of the
methods used to help alleviate uncertainty is accessing environments that are familiar, formal,
and structured (Hofstede, 1984). This is applicable to seeking information and communicating
via online environments (Brumfield, 2008).
Hu, Liu and Zhang’s 2008 study employs URT to explain that “whenever consumers lack
knowledge of a product or of the outcomes of consuming that product, they will engage in
uncertainty reduction efforts to mitigate and eliminate the risk associated with the uncertainty
and to maximize the outcome value” (Hu, Liu & Zhang, p. 204). This theory further suggests
that, apart from eliminating uncertainty by researching a product or business’s price, quality,
return policy and warranty information, consumers “will actively seek other information, such as
online reviews written by previous customers. Overall uncertainty reduction theory provides a
framework through which we can understand how individuals use different online information,
such as online reviews, to: (1) infer product quality; (2) reduce product uncertainty; and (3) make
a final purchase decision” (Hu, Liu & Zhang, p. 204).
Antheunis et al. (2010) conducted a study that aimed to identify the most common
uncertainty reduction strategies (passive, active and interactive) that individuals utilize on SNS.
Through their research, the authors determined that 98.9 percent of users employ passive
strategies, 83.9 percent of users employed interactive strategies and 19.7 percent of users
employed active strategies (Antheunis et al., 2010). These results can be applied to the potential
significance and frequency of using Facebook as a tool to review restaurants, a passive strategy,
in order to decrease uncertainty. This behavior is passive because it allows Facebook users to
unobtrusively observe the target (i.e., a restaurant) and how it interacts with others (i.e.,
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consumers) (Antheunis et al., 2010). The results can also suggest the significance of the
interactive environment that Facebook hosts.
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CHAPTER 3: METHODOLOGY
An analysis of the presented literature and previously conducted research in the field
suggests the increasing frequency of Internet-users accessing Facebook as a way to engage in
social care and to reduce uncertainty about new restaurants by using the site as a feedback tool.

Research Questions
This research led the author of this paper to the following research questions:
RQ1: How is Facebook being to provide consumer feedback of restaurants
and it is perceived as a credible source?
RQ2: What effect, if any, does user feedback have on an individual viewing a
restaurant’s Facebook page?
RQ3: What effect, if any, does a restaurant’s response to user feedback have
on an individual viewing that restaurant’s Facebook page?
In order to discover potential answers to these research questions, this study employed
qualitative methods, specifically, in-depth, semi-structured interviews with a quasi-experimental
design. Qualitative research is a process of understanding a social or human problem by
employing methodological traditions of inquiry (Creswell, 1997). In this method of study, the
researcher builds a complex picture, analyzes words, presents detailed views of informants, and
conducts research in a natural setting (Creswell, 1997). Qualitative research is conducted by
extensively collecting data from numerous sources (Creswell, 1997). However, each interviewee
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conducted his/her in-depth interview under specific, controlled conditions that varied per
interviewee.

Participant Recruitment
Participants were recruited through an electronic message that the author posted on
various Facebook pages of popular, local restaurants and on the author's personal Facebook
account. Additionally, this message was printed and posted in several areas of University of
South Florida. The message can be seen in the Appendix. Individuals must have engaged with a
restaurant page on Facebook within the past six months by “liking,” commenting on, or
“sharing” a restaurant's content. This qualifier was used to identify participants who are active in
following and interacting with restaurants that use Facebook as a marketing tool. Study
participants were briefed before his/her interview regarding the focus of this research.

Interview Process
Participants were told in advance that the interview questions will sound redundant and
that there is a possibility that their answers for some of the questions would be the same. This
was to help the participants avoid answering each question with the same response solely as a
habitual reaction. Participants were also told that, depending on his/her answers, he/she would be
asked to elaborate more upon the given topic, depending on his/her response to the initial
question, which is standard in a semi-structured interview. All in-depth interviews were recorded
using a digital audio recorder to allow for transcription at a later time.
Participants were questioned regarding their use of Facebook as an online-feedback tool
for restaurants. The author asked interviewees their perceived credibility of Facebook as a
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feedback tool, what type of content they seek when examining a restaurant on Facebook, what
other review websites, if any, that the interviewees use to research restaurants, and how they
believe these other websites compare to Facebook. Interview participants were also asked about
their opinions regarding user feedback on restaurants' Facebook pages, and whether or not the
participant engages with restaurants on Facebook by posting his/her own comments, concerns,
opinions, or feedback on these pages.

Research Design
Because this area has not been research extensively to date, quasi-experimental
techniques were used to help evoke responses and discussion. Specifically, each interviewee was
prompted with examples of Facebook restaurant pages and related visuals. During the process of
scheduling an interview date and time, each interviewee was asked to provide the author with a
list of three of his/her favorite restaurants. Throughout the interview, the participants were
presented with twelve visuals. These visuals consisted of six created Facebook posts with various
types of user feedback for a fabricated restaurant’s Facebook page, called Lu's Pizza Place, and
six genuine posts with user feedback from the Facebook page of one of the interviewee’s favorite
restaurants that was identified by the interviewee. If an interviewee noted favoring a restaurant
that was already identified by a different interviewee, the author specifically featured that
particular restaurant and utilized the same visuals. This helped decrease the potential variance
and subjectivity of the situational content that interviewees were presented with.
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The six visuals used in the interviews for both the fabricated and authentic, favored
restaurants presented interviewees with the following content:
1)

Positive user feedback with response from the restaurant;

2)

Positive user feedback without response from the restaurant;

3)

Neutral user feedback with response from the restaurant;

4)

Neutral user feedback without response from the restaurant;

5)

Negative user feedback with response from the restaurant;

6)

Negative user feedback without response from the restaurant.

When producing fabricated content with positive user feedback for the Lu’s Pizza Place,
the author created comments that were complimentary of the restaurant's characteristics,
including the service and menu items. Negative content was created by focusing on bad
experiences that could seem realistic for the food industry-- waiting too long to receive food,
receiving bad service, being denied a special or promotion, and finding a hair in one's food.
Neutral user feedback was created by posing a question to the restaurant or stating something
that was factual (i.e., “I visit Lu’s three times per week” is simply factual since there is no point
of reference for the frequency of this customer visiting other restaurants throughout the week and
no explanation of whether or not this for convenience, such as ordering lunch while at work, etc.)
The author then dispersed the fabricated user feedback to several friends and family members
and asked them to use their personal Facebook accounts to post the various comments on Lu’s
Pizza Place’s page. This helped the content for the fabricated restaurant appear realistic. For
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visuals representing an authentic restaurant, the author attempted to find content that was as
similar as the fabricated content as possible regarding the expression of complaints and
compliments toward the restaurant.
The author of this study conducted 11 in-depth interviews, all of which were conducted
in-person. The interviews, on average, lasted 34 minutes. Interviewees ranged in age from 19 to
41 years old, and the majority of the interviewees were female. A brief description of the
interviewees is listed below:
1)

Sh: a 20-year-old Caucasian female college student;

2)

Mi: a 24-year-old Caucasian male working in broadcast news;

3)

Fr: a 24-year-old Caucasian female medical assistant;

4)

Tr: a 42-year-old Hispanic/Caucasian female college student and mother;

5)

Th: a 24-year-old Caucasian female college student;

6)

Li: a 21-year-old Hispanic female college student;

7)

Ar: a 21-year-old Hispanic male college student;

8)

Ja: a 20-year-old African-American female college student;

9)

Co: a 19-year-old Caucasian male college student;

10)

La: a 23-year-old Caucasian female college student;

11)

Ka: a 21-year-old Hispanic female college student

Data Analysis
The author transcribed each interview upon its completion and analyzed each
transcription to look for themes among the responses to various questions. Emerging themes
were then summarized and compiled into tables according to similarity of topics. Finally, the
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author analyzed the tables she created to identify common patterns amongst interviewees’
responses.
Interviewees’ anonymity was maintained during the interview process by only identifying
himself/herself by first name. As each interview was transcribed, the author made an additional
step in maintaining anonymity by coded each interviewee by only the first two letters of his/her
name. Before each interview took place, the author briefed the participant on the topic of the
study. Each interviewee then signed a consent form that was approved by the Institutional
Review Board (IRB). The author's semi-structured interview schedule is included in the
Appendix. 	
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CHAPTER 4: RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
This chapter is organized by the four major themes that emerged through the analysis of
the results and a discussion of each of the themes. It should be noted that these themes are
exploratory in nature and are not representative of all social media-users, especially considering
the amount of in-depth interviews conducted. The common themes that emerged from
participants are as follows: Facebook is being used by consumers as a way to attain user
feedback of restaurants; Facebook is perceived as a credible feedback tool concerning
restaurants; consumers’ perceptions of a new restaurant is molded in part by user feedback on
Facebook; and it is important for restaurants to respond to all types of user feedback on
Facebook, not just negative user feedback. The themes and supporting results are discussed in
detail below.

Theme 1: Facebook is Being Used by Consumers as a Way to Review User Feedback
The majority of interviewees who participated in this research claimed to use Facebook
as a way to review restaurants, including to influence their decision as to whether or not they
should dine at a new restaurant that they have not yet experienced. The only interviewee who
said that she did not use Facebook as a feedback review tool contradicted herself in saying that
she did use Facebook as a way to influence her decision-making process regarding new
restaurants. The two interviewees who did not use Facebook as a way to influence their decisions
about a new restaurant responded with reasons that did not lessen the quality of Facebook as a
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feedback review tool. For instance, one of these two interviewees used a resource on her phone
that she claimed was more convenient, and the other claimed to pay little attention to user
reviews in general, not just via Facebook, because she preferred to generate her own opinions
about restaurants.
Some of the interviewee responses are highlighted below:
“I'll do that, um, if-- because I'm a vegetarian, if my friends want to do to a
restaurant, I'll look at its Facebook page or Yelp reviews or something, to see if
they have vegetarian options. Um, but, yeah that's pretty much how I use it. Or,
you know, to see their hours of operation or to see any events going on.”
[Interviewee: Sh]
“Umm... probably about the same amount as I use it to just look at the
restaurants. I mean, that's what I go there for-- to see what other people have said
about the restaurant, to see if there are any deals being advertised. So, same
thing-- probably once a month.” [Interviewee: Mi]
“When I'm looking to find a new restaurant, I'll usually check their Facebook
page to see the reviews.” [Interviewee: Th]
Regarding the use of Facebook as a tool to look up a restaurant they had not experienced
yet as a way to influence their decision of whether or not they should dine there, most
interviewees said that they did use Facebook for this purpose. Samples of responses from
interviewees who use Facebook to influence their decisions are highlighted below:
“Absolutely, yes. Because that's where I get my reviews, photographs of the food,
and kind of get an idea of the kind of place that it is before going.” [Interviewee:
Th]
“Yes-- that's mainly what I look up restaurants on Facebook for. I check to see if
other people like the restaurant, to see if there's a menu, to see if there are
pictures of the food... all of that really helps with me when it comes to deciding if I
want to go someplace or not.” [Interviewee: Mi]
“That's my main reason why I would look at restaurants on Facebook. Because I
want to make sure that I'm spending my money wisely because I don't have a lot of
money to be spending on a restaurant without having a good
experience.”[Interviewee: Fr]
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One interviewee who did not use Facebook as a way to influence her decision about
whether or not to go to a new restaurant said that she did not do this because she uses other
sources that are conveniently located on her phone. The other interviewee who did not use
Facebook for this purpose said:
“No, unless I see something that's really bad, then I won't go to that restaurant.
But if I just see a few bad comments here and there then I'm still gonna go to that
restaurant because, you know, everyone has a different tastes and I'd rather find
out for myself.” [Interviewee: Ka]
Interviewees claimed to look for a variety of information when reviewing a restaurant via
Facebook, including menu items and reviews of these items, feedback (positive and negative) of
the restaurant from others, and characteristics of the restaurant, including photos of menu items,
cleanliness, service, hours of operation, and specials/promotions. Some of the interviewees’
answers are presented below:
“Um, probably the best meals... to find out what I should order. Like, I'm a food
person-- I really love getting really, really good food, but I'm also the most
indecisive person ever, so if I go to a restaurant and their menu is huge, I'll get on
my phone in the restaurant and go to the restaurant's Facebook page to see what
other people have recommended.” [Interviewee: Sh]
“I want to make sure that they have a good menu, good service... [trails off]”
[Interviewee: Fr]
“Yeah, I'm just seeing if they got the same experience as me. Or, if there's any bad
experiences that people had, I'll look into it.” [Interviewee: Li]
Regarding how often the interviewees review a restaurant by posting their own opinion,
either positive or negative, the majority of interviewees said they did not often post their own
feedback about a restaurant, and chose to simply access restaurants’ Facebook pages as an
observer. Some of the interviewee responses are highlighted below:
“If I really, really love something, or if I hate it-- if it's an extreme, I'll review it. If
I just like something, I won't say anything about it.” [Interviewee: Li]
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“I don't necessarily post comments unless I notice that there's a question, like,
‘Hey how is this?’ and if I have an answer, I'll post it really quick, but I don't like,
go on restaurants' Facebook pages to go and post comments. So, once every few
months.” [Interviewee: Ka]
“Rarely, if ever. I kind of just take other people's words in and don't really join in
the conversation. I've probably only commented on a restaurant's page maybe
four times since I've had Facebook. So, maybe once a year.” [Interviewee: Mi]
A summary of the frequency of using Facebook to review restaurants, what interviewees
are looking for when reviewing restaurants on Facebook, whether or not interviewees use
Facebook to influence their decision about a new restaurant, and how often interviewees post
their own reviews on Facebook can be seen in Table 1 in the Appendix.

Theme 2: Facebook is Perceived as a Credible Feedback Tool Concerning Restaurants
The majority of interviewees described Facebook as a credible source to review
restaurants. However, it is important to note that the interviewees who did not label Facebook as
a fully credible feedback review tool still described the site as 50 percent credible. Two of these
interviewees noted that the credibility depends on the integrity or trustworthiness of the
restaurant. Both of these interviewees explained that this perception depended on whether or not
a restaurant deleted negative feedback. One of these two interviewees also specified that she felt
that all online review sources were 50 percent credible, not just Facebook.
Finally, the third interviewee who described Facebook as being 50 percent credible also
specified that she was referring to all online reviews and noted that she held this opinion because
she believes that each individual has different tastes or preferences, so she does not use online
reviews as a way to fully mold her opinion about a business or brand. These results, in
combination with existing literary research and statistical information regarding social care and
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the increase of Facebook being used as a feedback review tool, suggest the significance of
maintaining a strong, thorough presence on this social networking site.
Some responses are highlighted below:
“I think it's pretty credible...because I mean, they make their own pages...
Yelp.com is different because the restaurants don't actually make those pages-Yelp does. So...if you want more credible information, I think the Facebook page
is the best way to go, second to the restaurant's own website.” [Interviewee: Sh]
“I think it's very credible. I think the opinions of other people are very important.
And their experiences are likely going to be similar to your experience.”
[Interviewee: Th]
“I think it's pretty credible, because, I mean... people aren't going to go on there
just to lie, so I think it's like, the best way to get the mass opinion of a place, since
pretty much everyone I know-- young, old, male, female, whatever-- has a
Facebook. I mean, sometimes I see negative comments from other people, but, I
do think people are giving their honest opinions.” [Interviewee: Ja]
The responses from the three interviewees who felt that Facebook was 50 percent
credible as a tool for reviewing restaurants are highlighted below:
“I would say it's about halfway credible. I think there are less trolls on Facebook.
I think that Urbanspoon has no real content editing--so, a restaurant can't come
in and change information or edit anything. Facebook is controlled by the actual
restaurant itself, so I guess, you know, it depends on how trustworthy a restaurant
is because they can delete bad comments, for instance, on Facebook and they
can't on Urbanspoon.” [Interviewee: Mi]
“I think I just heard the other day that about 50 percent of online reviews are
bought, so, now that I know that fact, maybe it's 50 percent credible. Plus, you
can delete comments on Facebook, so I guess it really depends on the integrity of
the restaurant.” [Interviewee: Fr]
“I would say maybe 50 percent just because everyone has different tastes.
Someone may like something that someone else won't. And people exaggerate
their experiences. I'll take Facebook feedback into consideration, though.”
[Interviewee: Ka]
Interviewees were also asked what other websites, if any, they use to review restaurants
and how those websites compared to Facebook. Responses for other review websites included
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Yelp.com, Urbanspoon.com, Foursquare.com, Twitter.com, Google Reviews, and Google Plus.
One interviewee said she only uses Facebook as a way to review restaurants and does not use
any other sources. Regarding the comparison of review websites and Facebook, select responses
are highlighted below:
“Well, they're very similar. Facebook provides a much better visual of the
restaurant to customers. Since restaurants can choose their cover photo, choose a
profile picture, post personal messages and stuff... Facebook is more of a
personal experience and a more intimate representation of the restaurant.
Urbanspoon is just... kind of statistical only. I mean, yeah, there are the reviews
too... but the reviews on Urbanspoon aren't really different from Facebook. And I
think more people use Facebook to review restaurants simply because everyone is
already on Facebook all the time anyways. I think Facebook gives you better-- or
more-- characteristics of a restaurant whereas Urbanspoon is just going to give
you the straight facts. So, Facebook is where I'll jump to once I use Urbanspoon
to determine which restaurants are worthy of looking into further. If I go to
Urbanspoon and see that it has a good rating, then I'll just go on Facebook and
look up the restaurant more, and then decide whether or not I want to go based
on what I see on the restaurant's Facebook page.” [Interviewee: Mi]
“Yelp is less interactive-- there's less sharing capability. I think more people feel
free to write a review on Yelp because it isn't run by restaurants and the
restaurants don't always see those reviews unless they go out of their way to.”
[Interviewee: Fr]
“I would say Yelp was more... not credible, but more serious because... the person
had to actually go out of their way to post a review. People have Facebook on
their phones and stuff and are already on it anyways for fun, so they can easily
and quickly post something bad if a restaurant pops up in their News Feed.”
[Interviewee: Ja]
A summary of interviewees’ responses regarding the credibility of Facebook being used
as a review website, other review websites they employ, and how they believe Facebook
compares to these other review websites can be seen in Table 2 in the Appendix.
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Theme 3: Consumers’ Perceptions of a New Restaurant is Molded in Part by User
Feedback on Facebook
In the second phase of the in-depth interviews, participants were shown six visuals that
presented positive user feedback with and without a response from the restaurant, neutral user
feedback with and without a response from the restaurant, and negative user feedback with and
without a response from the restaurant. These visuals were provided for both the fabricated
restaurant and authentic restaurant that the interviewees claimed as one of their favorites. The
neutral content was used as a control in the interview process, both to make sure that the
interviewees did not provide thoughtless responses and to help maintain ambiguity of the type of
content that the interviewees were being presented with. Therefore, the neutral content will not
be examined or elaborated upon, due to the insignificance this content provided. The only
valuable lesson generated from interviewees viewing the neutral visuals was the importance of a
restaurant responding to its customers on Facebook, despite the type of user feedback. However,
this theme is elaborated upon in the next section of this study.

Positive user feedback with a response from the restaurant
When presented with Facebook content that contained positive user feedback with a
response from the restaurant-- for both the fabricated (Lu's Pizza Place) and authentic, favored
restaurant—just over half of the interviewees first noticed the status content in the visual for the
fabricated restaurant. A couple of interviewees first noticed the positive user feedback; a couple
of interviewees first noticed the response from the restaurant; and one interviewee said that
nothing about the visual stood out. In the case of the authentic restaurant, several interviewees
first noticed the status content by itself; one interviewee solely noticed the positive user
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feedback; a couple of interviewees solely noticed the response from the restaurant; and a few
interviewees first noticed a combination of characteristics of the visual.
When asked what their opinion of the fabricated restaurant was after viewing this content,
nearly all of the interviewees described the restaurant in a positive manner. One interviewee
responded in a neutral manner, by noting that her opinion of the restaurant was that it seemed
like an adult establishment. Some of the responses included:
“I think it's a great... after reading this comment, I think it's a great restaurant. I
think it's going to keep doing really good and will continue to strive.”
[Interviewee: Li]
“It's good because there's a positive review here-- this lady enjoyed herself.”
[Interviewee: Ar]
“That they care about their customers...” [Interviewee: Ka]
When asked what their opinion of the authentic, favored restaurant was after viewing this
content, most interviewees described the restaurant in a positive manner. One interviewee said
that she did not have much of an opinion either way. Some of the responses included:
“That they're a caring restaurant... they took the time out to respond to this
customer.” [Interviewee: Sh]
“I still think they're trying to make as many people as possible as happy as they
can.” [Interviewee: Li]
“It's good. It seems like a good place.” [Interviewee: La]
After viewing this type of content, most interviewees said that they would dine at the
fabricated restaurant. One interviewee did not provide a straight-forward answer, but rather, she
noted that the restaurant seems like it has good service and provided a customer with a good
experience. One interviewee said that she would dine at the fabricated restaurant, but specified
that she would because of the fact that the restaurant responded to a customer. In the case of the
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authentic, favored restaurant, most interviewees said that they would dine at the restaurant. One
interviewee responded that she might dine there.
A summary of interviewees’ responses regarding positive user feedback with a response
from the restaurant can be seen in Table 3 in the Appendix.

Positive user feedback without a response from the restaurant
When presented with Facebook content that contained positive user feedback without a
response from the fabricated restaurant, most interviewees first noticed status content; one
interviewee first noticed the positive user feedback; and one interviewee first noticed a
combination of both the status content and positive user feedback simultaneously. In the case of
the authentic restaurant, most interviewees first noticed the status content and one interviewee
noticed a combination of the status content and positive user feedback simultaneously.
When asked what their opinion of the fabricated restaurant was after viewing this content,
most interviewees described the restaurant in a positive manner. One interviewee replied that
there was not enough user feedback to form an opinion of the restaurant. Responses included:
“Favorable-- the pizza looks like it would be good, and this specific dish looks like
it was reviewed well by the two people who commented here.” [Interviewee: Th]
“From this... it looks like it's good. I mean, yeah, there's positive feedback and
stuff, so, yeah.”[Interviewee: Co]
When asked what their opinion of the authentic, favored restaurant was after viewing this
content, some interviewees described the restaurant in a positive manner. The majority of
interviewees described the restaurant in a neutral manner. Responses included:
“Good, very good, because someone commented here and took the time out to
compliment the staff on their “1905 Day” and I think that is a big deal-- to go that
far and go out of your way to compliment the staff and say you had excellent
service.” [Interviewee: Fr]
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“Well, I think that they're trying to sell more burritos. I understand the marketing
concept here-- I know what they're trying to do. It's smart.” [Interviewee: Li]
“I feel like it's more upscale... less “sports-bar” and more fine dining. You know,
have a nice experience without being around people who are trashed.”
[Interviewee: La]
After viewing this type of content, nearly half of interviewees said they would dine at the
fabricated restaurant; a few said they “might” or would “probably” dine at the restaurant; and a
couple of interviewees said they would not dine at the restaurant. Of these two responses, one
interviewee noted that she would not go because she did not like the image of the food in the
restaurant’s status. The other interviewee noted that nothing in this visual pushed her to want to
visit the restaurant. In the case of the authentic, favored restaurant, most interviewees said that
they would dine at the restaurant. Two of these interviewees specified that they would visit the
restaurant based on their past experiences. One interviewee responded that he would not dine at
the restaurant because he did not feel any urgency or push to do so and he did not like the image
in the restaurant’s status. One interviewee said that she might dine at the restaurant.
A summary of interviewees’ responses regarding positive user feedback without a
response from the restaurant can be seen in Table 4 in the Appendix.
Negative user feedback with a response from the restaurant
When presented with Facebook content that contained negative user feedback with a
response from the fabricated restaurant, a couple of interviewees first noticed the restaurant's
status content; a few interviewees first noticed the negative user feedback; and a few
interviewees first noticed the restaurant’s response. The final three interviewees first noticed a
combination of characteristics of the visual. In the case of the authentic restaurant, a majority of
interviewees first noticed the status posted by the restaurant; a couple of interviewees first
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noticed the negative user feedback; and a couple of interviewees first noticed the restaurant's
response.
When asked what their opinion of the fabricated restaurant was after viewing this content,
nearly half of the interviewees described the restaurant in a positive manner; a few interviewees
described the restaurant in a neutral manner; and a few interviewees described the restaurant in
both a positive and a negative manner. Some of the interviewees' responses are highlighted
below:
“That customer service is important to this restaurant and that they're responding
to their customers and doing so in a timely fashion.” [Interviewee: Tr]	
  
	
  

“Just based on this post, it's hard to say... Like, the customer says something
negative, but then the restaurant responded like they care for the customer and
what happened, so maybe it [the negative incident] was just one employee's fault,
so... I feel positive for the restaurant, but negative for the employee who served
them.” [Interviewee: Ar]
“Um, I like that it's casual and that they can be funny with their posts. The whole
“hair-in-the-pizza” thing... that's a little... uninviting [laughs] but I do like that
they tried to rectify the situation and said that they were going to get back to this
person, so... at least they responded.” [Interviewee: La]
When asked what their opinion of the authentic restaurant was after viewing this content,
a majority of interviewees described the restaurant in a positive manner. A few interviewees
described the restaurant in a neutral manner. Some responses are highlighted below:
“It's good because the restaurant responded.” [Interviewee: Th]
“Again that they're credible and caring-- they're responding to customers, telling
them that they can fix any problems that happen while in the restaurant and that
they're going out and doing community work. This event was with students, too, so
they're obviously big on education.”[Interviewee: Sh]
“It's a little so-so. I feel like the way that they responded could have been better.
This lady complained and they invited her to email them directly, so... I feel like,
yeah, they responded, but they just gave her more work that she has to do in order
to have a situation fixed that they messed up on in the first place. I think they
should have sent her a private message and gave her something-- maybe a 25
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percent off comment, or something. They should have responded publicly, yes, but
then said, “Oh we're sending you a private message now, check your inbox.”
[Interviewee: Fr]
When asked whether or not they would dine at the fabricated restaurant after viewing this
content, a few interviewees said that they would. One of these interviewees specified that she
would dine at this restaurant, but with caution. Nearly half of the interviewees said that they
would not, probably would not, or they do not think that they would, dine at the restaurant. A
couple of interviewees said that they would not be deterred from or inclined to dine at this
restaurant, and one interviewee said that he might dine at this restaurant. In the case of the
authentic, favored restaurant, most of the interviewees said that they would dine at this
restaurant. Out of these responses, two interviewees specified that they would dine at the
restaurant because it responded to a customer's complaint, and two interviewees specified that
they would dine at the restaurant based on prior experience. One interviewee said that she would
not dine at this restaurant based on this content, and one interviewee responded, “I guess.”
A summary of interviewees’ responses regarding negative user feedback with a response
from the restaurant can be seen in Table 5 in the Appendix.
Negative user feedback without a response from the restaurant
When presented with Facebook content that contained negative user feedback without a
response from the fabricated and authentic restaurants, all interviewees first noticed the negative
user feedback. One of the interviewees specified that she noticed the negative user feedback
combined with the fact that there was no response from the restaurant. In the case of the
authentic, favored restaurant, a majority of interviewees said that they first noticed the status
content (including the amount of “likes” and shares). Several interviewees first noticed a
combination of characteristics within the visual, including: the comments are “ridiculous” and
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the video (in the status) would be fun to see; the image in the status first, then the negative user
feedback; the video in the status first, then the negative user feedback; the fact that the status
content is good and the comments are bad.
When asked what their opinion of the fabricated restaurant was after viewing this content,
one interviewee had a positive opinion. Nearly half of the interviewees had a negative opinion of
the restaurant; a few interviewees had a combination of a positive and negative opinion; and a
couple of interviewees had a neutral opinion of the restaurant. Some responses are highlighted
below:
“It looks like the restaurant has a good deal going on, but the lady didn't have a
good experience, so who knows... it might not be worth it to go.” [Interviewee:
Mi]
“Um, it's negative. I mean, for one, I think the pizza in the post is gross and I
wouldn't want to eat that. But then, just based off the interaction here-- or lack of
interaction-- it just sounds like a bad situation altogether, and again, the
restaurant didn't respond. It sounds like, you know, at the time it was a bad
experience because they waited a long time and then were still treated poorly...
and then the restaurant didn't do anything to make up for that [bad experience]
so, yeah, I wouldn't-- I don't-- like that.” [Interviewee: Tr]
“I think, after reading this, I can now tell a lot of people go to this restaurant
because they run out of products. So I would think to go during a time that wasn't
busy. It wouldn't sway me from going there, but I would just think carefully about
when I would go.” [Interviewee: Li]
“Umm... it hasn't really changed-- yet-- because I know that, once in a while,
people will have a bad experience, you know... it happens. And I've seen two
positive comments and one bad one, so, you know... it happens. So right now my
opinion is still good.” [Interviewee: Co]
When asked what their opinion of the authentic restaurant was after viewing this content,
several interviewees held positive opinions of the restaurant. One of these interviewees specified
that she embraced a positive opinion due to prior experiences with the restaurant. A few
interviewees had a negative opinion about the restaurant. A couple of interviewees had a neutral
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opinion of the restaurant and one interviewee had a combination of a positive and negative
opinion of the restaurant. Some responses are highlighted below:
“Um, negative. I mean, people are saying that they have stingy burritos and, they
run out of burritos when the restaurant's main staple is... burritos, so I mean,
that's pretty bad.” [Interviewee: Co]
“Well, the picture makes me want to go there now, because I'm hungry [laughs]
but then after the comments... I mean, it leaves me on a negative note. I mean,
because I like the place, I would still go.” [Interviewee: La]
“It's favorable... because it's obviously a nice restaurant and they're showing the
area before customers get there, but... the comments at the bottom say that they're
showing the best of their locations here, so they're showcasing their various
locations.” [Interviewee: Th]
When asked if they would dine at the fabricated restaurant after viewing this type of
content, a few interviewees said that they would, but included some sort of stipulation. A few
interviewees said that they would not dine at the restaurant; a couple of interviewees said that
they would dine at the restaurant; a couple of interviewees said that they would not be deterred
or inclined to dine at the restaurant; and one interviewee specified that if he only saw this
content, he would not, but if he saw this content in combination with the content from the other
visuals, he would.
In the case of the authentic restaurant, a majority of interviewees said that they would
dine at the restaurant. One interviewee specified that he would dine at the restaurant to see
whether the negative feedback was true or not. Another interviewee specified that she would
dine at the restaurant because the negative user feedback took place at a restaurant branch in
New Jersey, and since she lives in Florida, she was unaffected by the comment. Two
interviewees specified that they would dine at the restaurant only based on their past experiences
with the restaurant. A few interviewees said that they would not dine at the restaurant after
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seeing this content. One interviewee specified that this was his opinion without considering his
prior experiences at the restaurant.
A summary of interviewees' responses regarding negative user feedback without a
response from the restaurant can be seen in Table 6 in the Appendix.
Overall opinion of restaurants after viewing all visuals
It was important for the author to ask interviewees what their overall opinion of each
restaurant was after seeing all six of the visuals. Asking for an interviewee’s overall opinion was
more representative of viewing user feedback on Facebook in order to generate a comprehensive
opinion. It is unlikely that a consumer would review a restaurant’s Facebook page and form an
opinion based on a singular set of user feedback. In the case of the authentic, favored restaurant,
all of the interviewees had an overall positive opinion of his/her self-identified restaurant.
In the case of the fabricated restaurant, several interviewees had an overall positive
opinion of the restaurant, one interviewee had an overall negative opinion, nearly half of the
interviewees had an opinion that was mixed with both positive and negative components, and
one interviewee had a neutral opinion. A summary of the interviewees’ overall opinions of both
restaurants can be seen in Table 7 in the Appendix. Some of the interviewees’ overall opinions of
the fabricated restaurant are highlighted below:
“Overall, it seems like a great place that I would definitely want to go to. I think it
seems like they have good food and good customer service, so... yeah, I'd
definitely want to try it out.”[Interviewee: Li]
“They have... music after ten, their management seems pretty good, but maybe
they have one bad employee who doesn't attend to customers very well, and then
they have a decent happy hour special.” [Interviewee: Ar]
“I mean, I keep thinking of the hair in the pizza... I mean, there was some good
stuff, but it seemed like there was actually more bad stuff.”[Interviewee: La]
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“It seems like a casual place... it's probably new, considering some of the
mistakes they've made... you know, service mistakes, running out of a promoted
item and stuff.” [Interviewee: Th]	
  	
  
Some of the interviewees’ overall opinions of the fabricated restaurant are highlighted
below:
“I mean, I just love Chipotle [laughs] so, yeah... my opinion is still the same. It's a
great restaurant.” [Interviewee: Ka]
“It's overall positive. I know it's a good place based on my experiences and I
think all of this positivity that I just saw reinforced that.” [Interviewee: Fr]
Although interviewees were presented with the same amount of positive, neutral and
negative feedback, both with and without a response from the restaurant, for both the fabricated
and authentic, favored restaurant, all interviewees had an overall positive opinion of his/her
favored restaurant. On the other hand, this was not the case for the fabricated restaurant. Only
four interviewees had a solely positive overall opinion of Lu’s Pizza Place. Nearly half of
interviewees had an opinion that included both positive and negative components, one
interviewee had an overall negative opinion, and one interviewee had a neutral opinion. This
suggests that the first impression that Facebook users conceive about a restaurant by reviewing
the user feedback on its Facebook page matters. The most important aspect for marketers or
restaurant owners who use Facebook as a marketing tool is to remember that there is no way to
indicate who is conceiving his/her first impression about a restaurant.
After viewing negative user feedback without a response from her self-identified favorite
restaurant, the interviewee who possessed an overall negative opinion of the fabricated restaurant
(and, on the other hand, maintained an overall positive opinion of her favorite restaurant)
elaborated on the matter when she discussed her opinion of the favored restaurant:
“That it could have just been a super busy night, or a holiday. So... I guess I'm
more lenient because I've been there before and I know that they're good... it
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makes me want to overlook the negative comments. Whereas... the new place-I've never been there, I've never tried it, I saw the negative comments and... I have
nothing good to base my opinion off of but that, so that makes me not want to even
try that restaurant [Lu's Pizza Place]... honest answer.”
[Interviewee: La]
The aforementioned quote is a perfect representation of the findings regarding the
comparison of generated perceptions of a restaurant that is new versus one that is favored. The
interviewee acknowledged the fact that she is willing to ignore negative user feedback for a
restaurant she favors but will not do so for one she has not experienced yet. As previously stated,
since a restaurant cannot identify who its new customers are online, it should not risk losing
potential business by failing to maintain a thorough, interactive and responsive presence on
Facebook.
This idea is also represented in the comparison of Ja’s reactions to negative user
feedback. In the fabricated visuals, a fake customer described a negative experience in which she
found hair in her food. In the visuals that were specific to Ja’s interview, which were retrieved
from Bahama Breeze’s Facebook page, the author was able to find a customer who complained
about the same issue. The comparison of Ja’s reaction to each of the visuals can be seen below.
After viewing a complaint about a hair in the customer’s food at Lu’s Pizza Place, she
was asked if she would dine in the restaurant:
“Um, honestly I mean... I don't think so, because finding hair in your food is
really gross, so, I mean... yes, they apologized and that's good but... I mean, I
don't think I would go there. I'd have to be like, really broke or desperate or
something [laughs] to want to go there.”
	
  

After viewing a similar complaint for Bahama Breeze, she was asked her opinion of the
restaurant:
“Um, that they have a lot of variety and different foods at the restaurant, so
maybe, you know, that they have something for everything. But, you know, there's
a comment here at the bottom saying that there was hair in the customer's food
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and for me... I live in Florida, this person lives in New Jersey, so, I wouldn't take
that comment into consideration. So...”
When asked if she would dine at Bahama Breeze after seeing this content, she replied:
“Um, yes... because, I love their rice and their shrimp and... yeah... I love their
food, so yes.”
Theme 4: Responding to All Types of User Feedback Matters
One of the most significant findings of this study was the variance of perceptions of a
restaurant based on whether or not that restaurant responded to user feedback, both good and
bad. Presenting interviewees with negative user feedback with a response from the restaurant
yielded the strongest implication of the importance of a restaurant responding to consumers on
Facebook. This can be seen especially in the case of negative user feedback with a response from
the fabricated restaurant, Lu’s Pizza Place, which was new to all interview participants, therefore
eliminating their chance of forming an opinion of the restaurant based on prior experiences.
When presented with said content, nearly half the interviewees formulated positive perceptions
of the restaurant; a few of the interviewees formulated neutral perceptions; and a few of the
interviewees formulated a perception of the restaurant that contained both positive and negative
components. However, it is important to note that not a single interviewee formulated a negative
perception of the restaurant, although they were presented with a negative experience from a
previous customer.
As seen in Table 5, the three perceptions that included a both positive and negative
component all attributed some sort of positive opinion toward the restaurant, including: “good
restaurant, lacking service,” “positive for the restaurant, negative for the employee,” and “the
response is good, but the situation is gross.” When viewing the same type of content for the
interviewees’ favored restaurant, a majority of interviewees possessed a positive opinion, despite
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the negative feedback that they were presented with. The remaining three individuals expressed a
neutral opinion, but none of the interviewees expressed a negative opinion.
When interviewees were presented with negative user feedback that did not have a
response from the restaurant, only one interviewee maintained that he still had a “good” opinion
of the restaurant. However, this interviewee revealed in his interview that he used to work for an
advertising agency that monitored a restaurant’s Facebook content, and expressed his belief that
negative feedback is more prevalent online, whereas positive feedback is infrequent.
Furthermore, five interviewees had a negative opinion of the restaurant; three interviewees had a
combination of a positive and negative opinion; and two interviewees had a neutral opinion of
the restaurant.
Regarding the same content for the favored restaurant, several interviewees held positive
opinions of the restaurant; a few interviewees had a negative opinion about the restaurant; a
couple of interviewees had a neutral opinion of the restaurant; and one interviewee had a
combination of a positive and negative opinion of the restaurant. However, one of the
interviewees who possessed a positive opinion of the restaurant after viewing this type of content
specified that this was due to her existing opinion of the restaurant. The comparison of variances
of opinion for negative feedback that is responded to versus negative feedback without a
response indicates the importance of two-way interaction between a business and an unsatisfied
consumer on Facebook. This importance is also supported by the previously reviewed statistical
data regarding social care.
Although the importance of a restaurant responding to positive user feedback on
Facebook was not as strong as the importance of responding to negative user feedback,
interviewees’ opinions of the restaurants focused more on the restaurant itself when it provided a
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response to a customer. When the restaurant did not respond to a customer, interviewees focused
more on describing the restaurants’ products. For example, when presented with positive user
feedback with a response from both the fabricated and authentic restaurants, interviewees’
opinions described the restaurant itself as “caring about its customers.” When the restaurant did
not respond, interviewees’ opinions were still generally positive, but they were focused more on
the products that the restaurant was offering, i.e., “the food looks good” and “they have a lot of
menu options.”
Although the neutral user feedback with and without a response from the restaurant was
used as a control in this study, and it did not provide significant findings, the majority of
interviewees focused on the response from the restaurant when one was provided. Although this
may be because there was not much else within the content that would have stood out to
interviewees, several interviewees described the restaurant as being “caring” or “having good
customer service” when a two-way interaction was presented. In the case of customers asking a
neutral question and not receiving a response from the restaurant, many interviewees specifically
noted the desire for a response. This suggests the importance of a restaurant responding to all
types of user feedback on Facebook, not just complaints.
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CHAPTER 5: IMPLICATIONS, LIMITATIONS, FUTURE RESEARCH
This chapter is organized into three sections: the implications of this study, the limitations
that this study entails, and the author’s suggestions for any individual who may attempts to
reproduce this study in the future.

Implications	
  
The findings in this study, combined with the presented literary research and data,
suggest the importance of restaurants maintaining an involved presence on Facebook in which
they engage with consumers and respond to user feedback. This is due to the gradual increase of
Facebook being used as a tool to gauge restaurants, and the perceived credibility of Facebook as
a feedback review tool. Facebook, the most popular social networking site in America, continues
to attract new and maintain current users, most of whom are able to access the site around-theclock through their mobile devices. Although it is a possibility that Facebook may not always
exist (consider the once-popular status of MySpace.com) it is hard to argue that social media and
SNS will cease to exist completely. With that in mind, marketers should constantly consider the
importance of maintaining a presence in the world of social media.
The author was able to provide thorough, exploratory answers to her three research
questions. The results of this study indicate that a consumer will maintain a positive opinion for a
restaurant that he/she has already experienced, but is more likely to consider negative feedback
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while formulating his/her opinion about a new restaurant that he/she has not yet experienced. As
previously discussed, it is impossible to tell which customers are accessing Facebook to form a
first impression, and the results of this study suggest that user feedback is in fact taken into
consideration when a social media users is formulating his/her opinion of an unknown restaurant.
Therefore, the author stresses the importance of restaurants maintaining an engaging, interactive
Facebook page. The topic and approach of this study have not been analyzed or executed in
previous research, therefore, the findings of this study contributions new, significant data to the
field of social media management and marketing.
Uncertainty reduction theory played a role in this study during the interviewees’
formulation of perceptions of the new restaurant that the author fabricated. When interviewees
were presented with content from a restaurant that they were already familiar with, they did not
focus as much on the user feedback, but rather, more on the content of the restaurant’s post or a
combination of the post and the user feedback. In most cases of being presented with content
from an unfamiliar restaurant, Lu’s Pizza Place, the interviewees focused heavily on the user
feedback within the visual as a way to aid in forming an opinion of the restaurant. For instance,
as discussed previously in the results, when presented with negative content without a response
from the restaurant, 100 percent of interviewees focused on the negative user feedback for Lu’s
Pizza Place. However, in the case of the interviewees’ favored restaurant, not one interviewee
focused solely on the negative user feedback. If the interviewee did notice the negative user
feedback, it was in combination with the restaurant’s status content.

Limitations and Future Research
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Although the findings of this exploratory research may be significant in a practical,
applicable and theoretical sense, there are limitations of this study that should be considered.
First, the results of this study were developed from of a small sample of Facebook users, and
therefore, the findings are not largely applicable or representative of all persons using Facebook
as a feedback tool regarding restaurants. Next, in order to compare the potential effects of users
viewing a Facebook page for a restaurant that they have not yet experienced, the author of this
study created content that showcased positive, negative and neutral feedback with and without a
response from a fabricated restaurant. The author also reviewed the Facebook pages of
interviewees’ favorite restaurants and selected content that she considered to be positive,
negative, and neutral to create visuals that were used to aid the in-depth interview process. This
may have resulted in biased content, since the consideration of what is positive versus negative
versus neutral content is subjective and varies per person. Finally, the fabricated content used by
the author did not present as much feedback, as many “likes,” or as many shares as the content
extracted from authentic restaurants’ Facebook pages. Therefore, the comparison of the
fabricated versus authentic content may have generated skewed responses.
Furthermore, three of the study participants revealed in their interviews that they have
previously or currently worked in the restaurant industry. This may have provided a biased
opinion from these particular interviewees, who understand how a restaurant works in the back
of the house. For instance, in the case of using a fabricated complaint of hair in a customer’s
meal as an example of negative feedback, some of the interviewees who work or have worked in
the restaurant industry explained that they understood that kind of situation could happen without
it being the fault of the restaurant, and therefore, they would not be affected by seeing that type
of complaint. On the other hand, interviewees who have not worked in a restaurant were
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distraught at the idea of finding hair in their food and, therefore, that particular example of
negative feedback had a greater impact on some interview participants than others.
One participant also revealed that he had an internship at an advertising agency and one
of the agency’s clients was a restaurant. During this internship, he maintained social media
content for the restaurant and used Facebook to compare the user feedback on the pages of the
restaurant’s competitors. This may have also provided skewed results, considering the
knowledge that this interviewee held regarding social media maintenance and user feedback on
Facebook. If this study were to be expanded or conducted in the future, the author would employ
a restriction against interview participants who work or have worked in the restaurant industry
and those who have experience in social media maintenance or management. This was not a
restriction that the author considered utilizing at the time of interviewee selection.
If this study was repeated or expanded upon in the future, the author also suggests
generating a much greater amount of “likes” and comments within fabricated posts. This would
help to eliminate favorable perceptions of a restaurant solely based on the popularity of a
restaurant's post. If there is availability of funding for this study to be expanded in the future, the
author suggests using a team of research assistants to retrieve content samples from as many
restaurants on Facebook as possible. Considering the subjectivity of this topic, a team of
researchers would also be available to interview a larger amount of participants, thereby
increasing the applicability of the study's results and generating data that is more representative
of the average Facebook user reviewing restaurants.
Conducting a quantitative study should also be a consideration. If researchers in the
future could repeat this study, participants could be given a quantitative survey in order to yield
statistical and numerical results. The preliminary questions within the interview schedule could
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be transformed to facilitate answer options that suited a Likert scale. For example, “How often
do you use Facebook as a tool to review restaurants?” could be accompanied by the following
answer options: “Very often,” “Often,” “Sometimes,” “Not often,” or “Never.” The second
portion of the interview, in which researchers would use samples of Facebook content as visuals,
could also be transformed into survey questions with answer options that suit a Likert scale. For
example, the following question “After viewing the content in this visual, is your opinion of the
restaurant...” could be accompanied by the following answer options: “Very positive,”
“Positive,” “Neither positive nor negative,” “Negative,” or “Very negative.”
It is important to note that because the practice of using Facebook as a way to review user
feedback of restaurants has been employed only for a brief amount of time, it is difficult to
conduct a quantitative survey without being able to identify appropriate, applicable variables. It
is also difficult to conduct experimental research with a lack of existing literature. There are no
known theories that examine how social media-users process user feedback of restaurants on
Facebook. Therefore, this study could not employ quantitative measures to test a theory.
However, the findings of this study provide future researchers with a breadth of rich data that
will allow the research questions within this study to be re-examined with quantitative
methodology.
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Appendix 3: Informed Consent
Informed Consent to Participate in Research1
Information to Consider Before Taking Part in this Research Study
IRB Study #13866
You are being asked to take part in a research study. Research studies include only people
who choose to take part. This document is called an informed consent form. Please read this
information carefully and take your time making your decision. This interview involves minimal
to no risk research regarding perceived accessibility, friendliness, and credibility of home
shopping channels involving television and/or Internet methods.
We are asking you to take part in a research study called:
Restaurants on Facebook: User feedback
The person who is in charge of this research study is Lauren Webber. This person is called
the Principal Investigator. However, other research staff may be involved and can act on behalf
of the person in charge. She is being guided in this research by Dr. Justin Brown.
The research will be conducted at The University of South Florida
Purpose of the study
The purpose of this study is to determine the effects, if any, of user feedback on Facebook
users viewing a restaurant’s Facebook page.
Study Procedures
If you take part in this study, you will be interviewed regarding the subject described.
Interviews will take place at an appropriate indoor venue that is agreeable for both subject and
researcher. The interviews will be recorded using a digital audio recorder. The interviews will
last 30 to 60 minutes.
Total Number of Participants
About 12 individuals will take part in this study.
Alternatives
You do not have to participate in this research study.
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Benefits
We are unsure if you will receive any benefits by taking part in this research study.
Risks or Discomfort
This research is considered to be minimal risk. That means that the risks associated with this
study are the same as what you face every day. There are no known additional risks to those
who take part in this study.
Compensation
You will receive no payment or other compensation for taking part in this study. However,
your name will be entered into a drawing to receive a $25 Walmart gift card at the end of the
study. One (1) winner will be notified via email.
Privacy and Confidentiality
We will keep your study records private and confidential. Certain people may need to see
your study records. By law, anyone who looks at your records must keep them completely
confidential. The only people who will be allowed to see these records are:
The research team, including the Principal Investigator, and all other research staff.
Certain government and university people who need to know more about the study. For
example, individuals who provide oversight on this study may need to look at your
records. This is done to make sure that we are doing the study in the right way. They also
need to make sure that we are protecting your rights and your safety.
Any agency of the federal, state, or local government that regulates this research. This
includes the Department of Health and Human Services (DHHS) and the Office for
Human Research Protection (OHRP).
The USF Institutional Review Board (IRB) and its related staff who have oversight
responsibilities for this study, staff in the USF Office of Research and Innovation, USF
Division of Research Integrity and Compliance, and other USF offices who oversee this
research.
We may publish what we learn from this study. If we do, we will not include your name.
We will not publish anything that would let people know who you are.
Voluntary Participation / Withdrawal
You should only take part in this study if you want to volunteer. You should not feel that
there is any pressure to take part in the study. You are free to participate in this research or
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withdraw at any time. There will be no penalty or loss of benefits you are entitled to receive if
you stop taking part in this study. Decision to participate or not to participate will not affect your
student status (course grade) or job status.

You can get the answers to your questions, concerns, or complaints
If you have any questions, concerns or complaints about this study, or experience an adverse
event or unanticipated problem, call Lauren Webber at (813) 574-9062.
If you have questions about your rights as a participant in this study, general questions, or
have complaints, concerns or issues you want to discuss with someone outside the research, call
the USF IRB at (813) 974-5638.
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Consent to Take Part in this Research Study
It is up to you to decide whether you want to take part in this study. If you want to take part,
please sign the form, if the following statements are true.
I freely give my consent to take part in this. I understand that by signing this form I am
agreeing to take part in research. I have received a copy of this form to take with me.

_____________________________________________

____________

Signature of Person Taking Part in Study

Date

_____________________________________________
Printed Name of Person Taking Part in Study

Statement of Person Obtaining Informed Consent
I have carefully explained to the person taking part in the study what he or she can expect
from their participation. I hereby certify that when this person signs this form, to the best of my
knowledge, he/ she understands:
What the study is about;
What procedures will be used;
What the potential benefits might be; and
What the known risks might be.

I can confirm that this research subject speaks the language that was used to explain this
research and is receiving an informed consent form in the appropriate language. Additionally,
this subject reads well enough to understand this document or, if not, this person is able to hear
and understand when the form is read to him or her. This subject does not have a
medical/psychological problem that would compromise comprehension and therefore makes it
hard to understand what is being explained and can, therefore, give legally effective informed
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consent. This subject is not under any type of anesthesia or analgesic that may cloud their
judgment or make it hard to understand what is being explained and, therefore, can be considered
competent to give informed consent.
_______________________________________

____________

Signature of Person Obtaining Informed Consent

__________________________________________
Printed Name of Person Obtaining Informed Consent
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Appendix 4: Tables
Table 1: Using Facebook as a tool to review restaurants
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Table 2: Perceived credibility of Facebook as a feedback review tool and comparison to
other review sites	
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Table 3: Positive user feedback with a response from the restaurant	
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Table 4: Positive user feedback without a response from the restaurant	
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Table 5: Negative user feedback with a response from the restaurant	
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Table 6: Negative user feedback without a response from the restaurant	
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Table 7: Overall opinion of restaurant after viewing all six visuals	
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Appendix 5: Figures

	
  

Figure 1: Mark Zuckerberg announces 1 billion Facebook users
Retrieved from <www.facebook.com/zuck>

Figure 2: Ratings feature on Facebook
Retrieved from <www.facebook.com/ColumbiaRestaurantGroup?rf=169367833082820>
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Figure 3: Impact of social tools on buying behavior
Figure from Brief I of The 2011 Social Shopper Study, conducted by PowerReviews and the e-tailing group.
Retrieved from <http://www.powerreviews.com/assets/download/Social_Shopping_2011_Brief1.pdf

	
  

Figure 4: Using social sites for shopping research
Figure from Brief I of The 2011 Social Shopper Study, conducted by PowerReviews and the e-tailing group.
Retrieved from <http://www.powerreviews.com/assets/download/Social_Shopping_2011_Brief1.pdf>
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Figure 5: Social behaviors regarding products or brands
Figure from Brief I of The 2011 Social Shopper Study, conducted by PowerReviews and the e-tailing group.
Retrieved from <http://www.powerreviews.com/assets/download/Social_Shopping_2011_Brief1.pdf>

	
  

	
  

Figure 6: COBRA types and brand-related activities
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Figure retrieved from Muntinga, D. G., Moorman, M., & Smit, E. G. (2011). Introducing COBRAs: Exploring
motivations for brand-related social media use. International Journal of Advertising, 30(1). 13–46.

Figure 7: Participation of social networking sites
Figure from Brief II of The 2011 Social Shopper Study, conducted by PowerReviews and the e-tailing group.
Retrieved from <http://www.e-tailing.com/content/wpcontent/uploads/2011/08/powerreviews_research_socialstudy2011p2.pdf>

Figure 8: Social media sites and online shopping
Figure from Brief II of The 2011 Social Shopper Study, conducted by PowerReviews and the e-tailing group.
Retrieved from <http://www.e-tailing.com/content/wpcontent/uploads/2011/08/powerreviews_research_socialstudy2011p2.pdf>
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Figure 9: Social media tools companies plan to employ
Figure from Brief II of The 2011 Social Shopper Study, conducted by PowerReviews and the e-tailing group.
Retrieved from <http://www.e-tailing.com/content/wpcontent/uploads/2011/08/powerreviews_research_socialstudy2011p2.pdf>

Figure 10: Connecting with businesses on Facebook
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Figure from Brief II of The 2011 Social Shopper Study, conducted by PowerReviews and the e-tailing group.
Retrieved from <http://www.e-tailing.com/content/wpcontent/uploads/2011/08/powerreviews_research_socialstudy2011p2.pdf>
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Appendix 6: Interview Visuals
Fabricated visuals, used for all interviews:
Lu’s Pizza Place, Positive user feedback with a response from the restaurant
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Lu’s Pizza Place, Positive user feedback without a response from the restaurant
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Lu’s Pizza Place, Neutral user feedback with a response from the restaurant

Lu’s Pizza Place, Neutral user feedback without a response from the restaurant
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Lu’s Pizza Place, Negative user feedback with a response from the restaurant

Lu’s Pizza Place, Negative user feedback without a response from the restaurant
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Chipotle Mexican Grill visuals, used in the following interviews: Sh, Li, Co, Ka
Chipotle Mexican Grill, Positive user feedback with a response from the restaurant

Image retrieved from <www.facebook.com/chipotle>
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Chipotle Mexican Grill, Positive user feedback without a response from the restaurant

Image retrieved from <www.facebook.com/chipotle>
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Chipotle Mexican Grill, Neutral user feedback with a response from the restaurant

Image retrieved from <www.facebook.com/chipotle>
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Chipotle Mexican Grill, Neutral user feedback without a response from the restaurant

Image retrieved from <www.facebook.com/chipotle>
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Chipotle Mexican Grill, Negative user feedback with a response from the restaurant

Image retrieved from <www.facebook.com/chipotle>
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Chipotle Mexican Grill, Negative user feedback without a response from the restaurant

Image retrieved from <www.facebook.com/chipotle>
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The Columbia visuals, used in the following interviews: Fr, Th
The Columbia, Positive user feedback with a response from the restaurant

Image retrieved from <https://www.facebook.com/ColumbiaRestaurantGroup?rf=169367833082820>
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The Columbia, Positive user feedback without a response from the restaurant

Image retrieved from <https://www.facebook.com/ColumbiaRestaurantGroup?rf=169367833082820>
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The Columbia, Neutral user feedback with a response from the restaurant

Image retrieved from <https://www.facebook.com/ColumbiaRestaurantGroup?rf=169367833082820>
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The Columbia, Neutral user feedback without a response from the restaurant

Image retrieved from <https://www.facebook.com/ColumbiaRestaurantGroup?rf=169367833082820>
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The Columbia, Negative user feedback with a response from the restaurant

Image retrieved from <https://www.facebook.com/ColumbiaRestaurantGroup?rf=169367833082820>
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The Columbia, Negative user feedback without a response from the restaurant

Image retrieved from <https://www.facebook.com/ColumbiaRestaurantGroup?rf=169367833082820>
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Longhorn Steakhouse visuals, used in the following interview: Ar
Positive user feedback with response from the restaurant

Image retrieved from <www.facebook.com/longhornsteakhouse>
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Positive user feedback without response from the restaurant

Image retrieved from <www.facebook.com/longhornsteakhouse>
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Neutral user feedback with response from the restaurant

Image retrieved from <www.facebook.com/longhornsteakhouse>
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Neutral user feedback without a response from the restaurant

Image retrieved from <www.facebook.com/longhornsteakhouse>
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Negative user feedback with response from the restaurant

Image retrieved from <www.facebook.com/longhornsteakhouse>
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Negative user feedback without a response from the restaurant

Image retrieved from <www.facebook.com/longhornsteakhouse>
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Carrabba’s Italian Grill visuals, used in the following interview: La
Positive user feedback with a response from the restaurant

Image retrieved from <www.facebook.com/Carrabbas>
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Positive user feedback without a response from the restaurant

Image retrieved from <www.facebook.com/Carrabbas>
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Neutral user feedback with a response from the restaurant

Image retrieved from <www.facebook.com/Carrabbas>
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Neutral user feedback without a response from the restaurant

Image retrieved from <www.facebook.com/Carrabbas>
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Negative user feedback with a response from the restaurant

Image retrieved from <www.facebook.com/Carrabbas>
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Negative user feedback without a response from the restaurant

Image retrieved from <www.facebook.com/Carrabbas>
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Bahama Breeze visuals, used in the following interview: Ja
Positive user feedback with a response from the restaurant

Image retrieved from <www.facebook.com/BahamaBreeze>
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Positive user feedback without a response from the restaurant

Image retrieved from <www.facebook.com/BahamaBreeze>
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Neutral user feedback with a response from the restaurant

Image retrieved from <www.facebook.com/BahamaBreeze>
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Neutral user feedback without a response from the restaurant

Image retrieved from <www.facebook.com/BahamaBreeze>
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Negative user feedback with a response from the restaurant

Image retrieved from <www.facebook.com/BahamaBreeze>
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Negative user feedback without a response from the restaurant

Image retrieved from <www.facebook.com/BahamaBreeze>
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Bonefish Grill visuals, used in the following interview: Tr, Mi
Positive user feedback with a response from the restaurant:

Image retrieved from <www.facebook.com/bonefishgrill>
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Positive user feedback without a response from the restaurant:

Image retrieved from <www.facebook.com/bonefishgrill>
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Neutral user feedback with a response from the restaurant

Image retrieved from <www.facebook.com/bonefishgrill>
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Neutral user feedback without a response from the restaurant

Image retrieved from <www.facebook.com/bonefishgrill>
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Negative user feedback with a response from the restaurant

Image retrieved from <www.facebook.com/bonefishgrill>
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Negative user feedback without a response from the restaurant

Image retrieved from <www.facebook.com/bonefishgrill>
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Appendix 7: Semi-structured Interview Schedule
1) How often do you use Facebook to connect with restaurants?
2) In what ways have you engaged with restaurants on Facebook?
3) How often do you use Facebook to review restaurants?
4) How often do you review a restaurant on its Facebook page, via posting your opinion
(good or bad) or commenting on a post within the page?
5) How often do you read what others say on a restaurant’s Facebook page?
6) Is there anything in particular that you are looking for when you review a restaurant’s
Facebook page?
7) Do you ever use Facebook to look up a restaurant you have not experienced yet, as a way
to influence your decision? Why (or why not?)
8) What websites do you use, if any, to review restaurants online?
9) Regarding the activity of reviewing restaurants online, how credible of a source is
Facebook?
Questions asked for each visual shown to the interviewee:
1) What do you notice the most within this visual?
2) What is your opinion about this restaurant after viewing this visual?
3) Would you want to dine in or at this restaurant after viewing this visual? Why (or why
not?)
4) How does the content within this visual make you feel?
5) How would you describe this restaurant after viewing this visual?
6) What do you like about the content within this visual, if anything?
7) What do you not like about the content within this visual, if anything?
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